Impero Remote Control is the most secure, trusted and scalable remote support software solution available. Our pioneering remote access solutions help increase productivity by reducing diagnostic, troubleshooting, repair and administrative overhead.

**Lower Costs**
- Fewer truck rolls
- Efficient issue resolution
- Faster session initiation times
- Proven stability and reliability

**Enhanced Security**
- Multi-factor authentication
- Logging, session recordings and audit trails
- Granular permission controls
- Exceeds PCI compliance standards

Half of the Fortune 100 and 42% of the world’s largest banks choose Impero.
Subcription Services

Netop's efficient technology, lightning-fast transfer rates, and endless configuration options make it the most trusted, secure, and flexible remote access software available. Initiate sessions securely from a browser window, or install a Netop agent for comprehensive controls.

Half of the Fortune 100 and 60% of the Financial Times choose Netop.


Key features include:
- Keyboard, video, mouse, and touchscreen controls
- Granular access controls
- Rapid file transfer
- Multi-factor authentication
- Access to attended or unattended devices
- End-to-end encryption
- Integration with directory services
- Smooth, fast screen transfer rate
- Centralized user and group management
- Complete audit logs and custom reports

Why financial institutions & service providers choose Impero

Faster service and less downtime. Cost-effective, PCI-compliant remote support of ATMs results in better customer satisfaction and reduced service overhead. Leading ATM manufacturers, financial institutions and MSPs turn to Impero for secure, efficient remote support.

Remote access without compromising security. Impero’s PCI-DSS compliant remote access solution provides full auditing capabilities — including session recordings, centralized rights management and multi-factor authentication.

Work across platforms, devices, and networks. Impero performs securely across network segments, locations and firewalls, establishing a fast, stable connection even in low-bandwidth areas.

One solution, for all your needs. With ATM fleets spread across locations, your remote access can be a key component of your support strategy. By using a superior remote management solution your organization can improve service while reducing the volume and duration of field service visits.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

- Windows: 10, 8, 7, Vista, XP, 2000, 98, Me & 95
- Linux: RedHat, SUSE, OpenSUSE, CentOS, Ubuntu & Fedora

Comprehensive audit trails, multi factor authentication options and granular access rights make Impero Remote Control the choice of the world’s largest financial institutions.
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